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ARS’I’RACT 
A new necessary and sufficient conditicn is obtained for the simultaneous 
diagonability of two quadratic forms in n variables. The rendition is such that several 
known sufficient conditions can easily be derked from it. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem under consideration is as follows: Given complex hermitian 
n X n matrices A and B, determine whether there exists a nonsingular matrix 
U such that U*AU and U* BU are both diagonal. If such a U exists, A and B 
are said to be simultaneously diagonable. We also consider the case of real 
symmetric matrices and a nonsingular U such that UrAU and U’BU are 
both diagonal. It is well known that if B > 0 (i.e. B is positive definite), then 
this is always possible. Also, if A and B commute, then the problem has a 
solution U which is unitary (or orthogonal in the real case). A general theory 
of canonical forms of pencils of two matrices w,as developed by Kronecker 
and Weierstrass (see Gantmacher 141) in terms of elementary divisors. 
However, a number of criteria have been found which are not expressed in 
these terms. Pt is a consequence of Finsler’s Theorem [3] that in the real 
symmetric case, the condition “x ‘Bx = 0 and x # 0 implies x TAx > 0” implies 
A and B are simultaneously diagonable. A result of Pesonen [7, Satz 1.41 and 
of Milnor (see Greub [5]) says th a in the real symmetric case, if n 2 3, the t 
condition “nTAx =0 and xTE3x =0 implies x = 0” is sufficient for A and B to 
be simultaneously diagonable. Milnor’s proof relies on both topology and 
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algebra. Pur ?ly algebraic proofs were given by Wane nburger [RI] and 
Kraljevic [S]. The former also considered other fields besides real and 
complex numbers, where similar res&s hold. 
Conditions which are both necessary and sufficient have been given. 
Au-Yueng [Z] proves that in the real or complex case, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for simultaneous diagonability is that there exists a basis 
{U i, . , . , u,,} of Iw” (or C”) such that there :xist real constants A,, p, satisfying 
~Ay+~iCLiBUi=O (i=l,..., n). (See also Wonenlclrger [lo] for a similar 
result.) This condition does not immediately imply tlhat the condition of 
Pesonen and Milnor is sufficient. That the latter condition is not necessary is 
easily seen by considering 
1 0 0 
A=B= I 0 1 0.  0 0 1 
Another type of necessary and sufficient condition is given in Rao and Mitra 
[8, chapter 61. They prove that in the complex case if B > 0, then a necessary 
and sufficient condition for A and B to be simultaneously diagonable is that 
rank (N*A) = rank (N*AN), 
where N is any matrix whose columns span (Range B)I. These authors also 
prove theorems in the case where B Y 0, but these involve the condition that 
AB - ’ is semisimple or a related condition when B is singular (see also Greub 
[5, p. 2551). Th ese latter results do not seem as satisfactory. 
In this paper, we will establish a necessary and sufficient condition from 
which many of the above conditions are easily derivable, and which yields a 
result similar to Rao and Mitra’s for B > 0, but for the case B arbitrar; We 
use the techniques of geometric algebra throughout in the proofs. For an 
introduction to these ideas see e.g. Artin 11, Chapter 31 or alternatively 
Snapper and Troyer 19, Chapter 21, which is an exposition of Artin’s ideas 19, 
p. xvi or 1451. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, A and B will denote hermitian matrices (entries 
in the complexes C) unless otherwise stated. They operate on the vector 
space F” of n-tuples of the field F (F = R or C, and F -= @ for the most part). 
( , ) will denote the standard inner product in F”, fixed throughout the 
discussion. So (Ax, y) = (x,Ay) for all x and y, 
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A and B are said to be simultaneously diugonable if there exists a 
nonsingular U such that U*AU and U*AU are both diagonal, 
An eigenline defined by (h, p) E @, (A,p) # (O,O), is a line through the 
origin, minus the origin, in c2 with direction (h,y), for which 3x#O such 
that (LA + @3)x = 0 and not both Ax = 0 and Z33c = 0. The eigenline is called 
reaS if p = 0 or X/p is real, otherwise wmp2ex. A vector x satisfying the above 
definition is called an eigenoector corresponding to the eigenline defined by 
(X3 P). 
If (A,p) defines an eigenline, then the eigensubspace corresponding to 
(A,& is 
Ed,,+) = { x1.r is an eigenvector corresponding to (X,p)} u (0). 
A vectcr x is called A-isotropic if (Ax, x) = 0. It is m-isotropic if it is both 
A- and B-isotropic. 
Vectors x, y are called A-orthogonal if (AX, y) =O. They are m-orthogonal 
if they are both A- and B-orthogonal. So X, y are Z-orthogonal iff (x, y) = 0. 
The radical of A is the set Z$, = {xI(Ax, y) = 0 for all y E F”}. Clearly 
8, = {x(Ax=O) = set of vectors A-orthogonal to F”. The common radical of 
I;” (with respect to) A,B is RA,B = RA r-1 R,. RA,B is friuial if RA,B= {0}, 
otherwise nontiuial. F” is said to be nonsingular w.r.t. A if R, = {O}. Note 
that for x E R*,s, (L4 8 @)x = 0 for all (h, p). But by our definition, such an 
r is not an eigenvector. 
We will think of A as defining a metric on F”, and we study some related 
concepts. 
Let S be a subspace of F”, and let P be the ( , )-orthogonal projection 
onto S. So P*= P. Then the metric induced by A on S is the restriction of 
PAP to S. Clearly S is invariant under PAP. 
A subspace is said to be nonsingular w.r.t. A if it has radical= (0) w.r.t. 
the induced metric. It is easy to see that the radical of S w.r.t. PAP is the 
subset of S which is A-orthogonal to S. This is called the radical of S w.r.t. A. 
The common radical of S is the intersection of the common radical of S w.r.t. 
A and the common radical of S w.r.t. ,B. 
[As an example, consider 
0 0 1 
A= I 0 1 1 0 0, 1  
and let S be the subspace generated by x= (l,O,O)r and (0, 1,O)r. Then x lies 
in the radical of S w.r.t. A, sitIce (PAPx, y) = (Ax, y) =0 for all y E S. Note 
that the radical of the whole sndce w.r.t. A is trivial.] 
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We write !$(I& S, f or the direct sum of two A-orthogonal subspaces. 
S ‘A denotes the set of vectors A-orthogonal to S. 
We state: 
THEOREM 1. Lest S be a subs-pace of F”. Then: 
(a) F” nonsingular w.r.t. A implies dim S +dim ,C ‘A = n, S 1~1~ = S end 
SnSLA= radical, S = radical, S ‘A, 
(b) S raonsingulur w.r.t. A implies F”= S@* S IA. 
(c) II* consist-s of ~-isotropic vectors. There exists a nonsingular sub- 
space 9 of F” such that F= S(& RA. If all vectors of a subspace are 
A-isotropic, then they are mutually A-orthogonal, the subqmce is singular 
and it is its own radical. A vector in the radical of a s&space must be 
isotropic. 
Proof. (a) is proved by Artin [l] in Theorem 3.5, and also by Snapper 
and Troyer [9] in Fr,opositions 145.1 and 149.1. (b) is proved below, and (c) is 
not proved but rather obvious. 
We indicate a proof of (b): Suppose S nonsingular. Then 
SLA={x](Ax,y)=O,all YES} 
= {xl(x,Ay)=O, all YES} 
= (AS)? 
dim (AS) = dim S, for if not, Au = 0 for some 0 #v E S, so that v E radical S, 
contradicting S nonsingular. Hence dim S ‘4 = n - dim S. A‘lso S n S *A = {0}, 
since S is nonsingular. Thus F ” = S CJ3 S J-A and the result fohows. n 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) Two eigenvectors correspotiing to distinct, real ‘eigenlines are m- 
orthogonal. This also holds if one ei<genline is real and the other complex. 
(b) Eigenvectors corresponding to complex eigenlines ore m-isotropic. 
Proof. (a): Let (A,,pJ and (X2,& define eigenlines with eigenvectors e, 
and e2 respectively, and let X,, y, be real. Then 
X,Ae,-t plBe,=O, 
h,Ae, t y,Be, = 0. 
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Hence 
X,(e,,Ae,) +p2(q,Be2) =O, 
since X, and p2 are real. Since (e,,Ae,) = (Ae,, e2) and similarly for B, we can 
write this as 
Since tbe eigenlines are distinct, A, it2 #he pi, so that (Ae,, e2) = (Be,, e,) = 0. 
(b):: Let (A+) d e fi ne a complex eigenline with eigenvector 6. Then X#O, 
p#O, or the eigenline would be real. We have h(Ae,e) + ,u(Be, e) =O. Since A 
and B are hermitian, (Ae,e) and (Be, e) are real. So h/p complex implies 
(Ae,e) = (Be, e) = 0. 
LEMMA 2. A and B are simultaneously diagonable iff F” has a basis of 
m-orthogonal vectors. 
Proof (See also Greub [5, p. 2551). If A and B are simultaneously 
diagonable, let e,, . . . , en be the columns of U. Then U’AU and U*BU 
diagonal implies that U*(Ae,, . . . , Ae,.,) and U*(Bei, . . . , Ben j are diagonal, 
which implies that (e,,AeJ= (e,, Be,) =0 (i#j). 
Conversely, if e,, . . . , en are a basis of m-orthogonal vectors of F”, then if 
U=(er,..., e,,) it is easily seen that U*AU and U* BU are diagonal. n 
3. MPIN RESULT 
THEXEM 2. A necessa y and sufficient condition fw A and B to be 
simultaneously diagonabk is that each eigensubspace has a trivial common 
radical w.r.t. A and B. 
Proof. By our definition of eigenvalue, the common radical of F” does 
not lie in any eigensubspace unless the common radical is trivial. 
Sufficiency. We may assume -4, B are not both zero, since they are 
already diagonal in that case. 
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We prove sufficiency by induction on n, ihe dimension of F”. For n = 1, 
A and B are both diagonal. 
Assume it true for n - 1. Consider A and ,B defined on F” and satisfying 
the condition of the theorem. The I-orthocomplement of the common radical 
I&-$ is nonzero, since A, B are nonzero. A and B are invariant on R& and 
let the restfictions tf th~_corresponding linear transformations to this space 
be A and B. det (XA f pB) = 0 has a solution, and so there is a vector e#O 
satisfying (c+ @)e =0, and e is not in &n, so there is at least one 
nontrivial eigenline. There must be at least one eigenvector e, which is not 
m-isotropic (or else, by the second last sentence of Theorem 1 (c), the 
eigensubspace has a nontrivial common radical). 
Suppose e.g. that e, is not A-isotropic. Let S = (er} IA where {e,} is the 
subspace generated by e, ({e,} is nonsingular w.r.t. A). Let P be the 
( , )-orthogonal projection on S. By Theorem P (b), S has dimension n - 1 
and F”={e,} @*S. 
Firstly, S is B-orthogonal to {e, } as well. IFor if Be, =0 this is obvious. If 
not, we have h, Ae, + pI Be, =O with A,#0 and ,q #O. Hence, for xE S, 
0= (Ae,,x) = - ff (Bq,x) 
and so (Be,, x) = 0. 
We show that with respect to PAP and PBP, each eigensubspace of S has 
trivial common radical. Let e be an eigenvector of PAP, PBP with eigenline 
(h, pj. Then x E S implies 
O=((A?‘AP+pPBP)e,x)=((UP+pBP)e,Px) 
= (@AP+pBP)e,x). 
Also ((UP+ ,uBP)e,e,)=X(APe,e,)+ p(BPe,e,)=O, since PeE S. Hence (XA 
+ pB)Fe is orthogonal w.r.t. ( , ) to S and {e,} and so is zero. Thus Pe is an 
eigenvector of A,B with the same eigenline as e. Now, if eZ0 is in the 
common radical of the eigensubspace E&+) of PAP, PBP, it must be PAP- 
and PBP-orthogonal to all vectors in the subspace. Let e’ E Elx,,,. Then Pe, 
Pe’ are eigenvectors of A, B with eigenline (A, p). 
0 = (PAPe, e’) = (A Pe, Pe’), , *. Pe I, Pe’. Similarly Pe_L, Pe’. Clearly, also 
Pe I, e, and Pe I,e,. So if we knew that the eigensuhspace Elh,Io of A, B 
was a direct sum of {e,} and PE’lx,pJ, we would have shown that Pe is in the 
common radical of Eth,pl, a contradiction to the hypothesis of the theorem. 
We will show that Eth,pCI) c {e, > 63 E& al, and this will be sufficient. 
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If x E qh.Cc)’ then x=ae,+& for some yES CY,~EF. Then O=(AA+ 
j&)x= cu(hA + @)e, + @@A + @)y. If (A,p)= (h,, y,), then the first term on 
the right is zero and y is a vector in E&I,B1j. If (h, p) # (h,, I_L~), then by Lemma 
l(a), x and e, are m-orthogonal So O=(A(ae,+&),e,)=a(Ael,e,)+ 
P(Ay,e,). But yES, so y I,e,, .‘. a(Ae,,e,)=O, .‘. cr=O. So again, y is a 
vector in E[A,pj. 
jVe have thus shown that the eigensubspaces on S w.r.t. PAP, PBP have 
trivjal common radical. By the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 2 there is a 
basis e s,. . . ,e,, of S which is m-orthogonal w.r.t. PAP and PBP. But 
O=(PAPej,ej)=(APe,,Pe,)=(Ae,,e,) for i#i, i,f>2, 
and similarly (Be,, eJ = 0. Also e, I, S and e, _L B S (by the argument above), 
so (e,,..., e,,} are m-orthogonal. By Lemma 2 this implies the result is true 
for n, and we are done. 
Necessity. Suppose A and B are simultaneously diagonable. Then there 
exists an m-orthogonal basis 3 = {e,, . . . , e,}. Write 3 = U u V, where V is a 
basis of the common radical. Using an argument of Au-Yueng [2, p. 811, the 
set U must consist of eigenvectors with real eigenlines, for 
(Be,,e,)Ae,-(Ae,,e,)Bq=O 
[the left side is orthogonal w.r.t. ( , ) to each vector of the above basis]. Also 
(Be,,e,) and (Ae,,e,) are real and not both zero for e, E U. All eigenvectors 
correspond to eigenlines represented in this basis, since by Lemma l(a) an 
eigenvector corresponding to an eigenline not represented in this basis would 
be m-orthogonal to the basis and hence also m-isotropic, and so would 
belong to the common radical, contradicting the definition of an eigenvector. 
The eigenvectors in the basis corresponding to ( , ) form a basis for Etx,,), 
since any vector in Ecx+) must be a linear combination of e,, . . . , e,, and by 
orthogonality [Lemma l(a)], the coefficients of the basis vectors no: in Elxt,, 
must be n. 
Hence there exists a m-orthogonal basis for each eigensubspace EiX+). 
None of the vectors in the basis of F can be m-isotropic, or they would be in 
the common radical. Hence there is a basis of Etx+) which has vectors that 
are not m-isotropic, {e,,, . . . , e,} say. If there is a vector x#O in the common 
radical of Etx,,,, then x=Z,qe, with, say, cu,#O. But then O=(Ax,e,,)= 
al(Ae,,,ej,)#O, a contradiction. So Et+) has trivial common radical, and we 
are done. 
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4. APPLICATIONS: F = @ 
We assume that F= @ throughout this section. 
THECJREM 3(Pesonen). If for all x#O, we do not have both (Ax,x) =0 
and (Bx, x) = 0 simultaneously, then A and B ar.1 sim&aneousZy diugonuble. 
Proof. There are no m-isotropic vectors, and hence by the last sentence 
of Theorem l(c), each eigensubspace has no nontrivial common radical. 
Theorem 2 now gives the result. 
The following is a generalization of Rao and Mitra [8], Theorem 6.2.2, 
Chapter 6. 
THEOREM 4. Let I!$,,, = Ed,,,) u RA,B, where RA,B is the comrrwn radi- 
cal. Let Ptx,,, be any projection onto E,l*,, (we TW lunger assume P to be 
orthogonal as in Sec. 2). Then a necessary and suJfZcient condition fm A arad 
B to be simultaneously diagonuble is that for a/Z (h,~) &fining eigenlines, 
rank 
P*th,&%+) 
P’(X.@P(A.,) 
) =rank( ~~~:~‘). 
For the case B > 0, this reduces to 
rank (P*(o.A+‘~o,A)) = rankAPt0.A) for any XZO. 
Proof. Write PtA,cj 
radical. This will hold 
as P for convenience. Elh+) has trivial common 
iff 
iff 
if!: 
iff 
[(APx, Py) = 0 and (BPx, Py) = 0, V y EC”] implies APx = 0 and BPx = 0 
[(P*‘APx, y)=O and (P*BPx, y)=O(Vy)] implies APx==O and BPx=O, 
[P* AF.. = 0 and P*BPx = 0] implies APx = 0 and BF’X =0 
x=0 implies 
But 
(*) 
(**I 
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rank( ;$rank(“,‘). 
But 
P*AP 
[( ) P*BP 
x = 0 implies 
implies 
nullity ( i;) > nullity ( i:il!), 
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which implies 
rank(;;)<rank(;:“,‘), 
and the ranks are equal. 
Conversely, if the ranks are equal, (**) implies that 
annihilate no nonzero vector in the range of AP 
( ) BP 
, so 
x = 0 implies 
( ) 
AP x=0 
BP * 
Using (*), this proves the first statement. 
If B > 0, the only possible m-isotropic vectors correspond to the eigenline 
(OJ), so E@,, is all that must be checked. Let P= Pto,x,. Then P* BPx =0 
implies (P* BPx, x) = 0, i.e. (BPx, Px) = 0, and since B > 0, this implies BPx = 0. 
By this and the above argument, EtaX, has no common radical 
iff (P*APx=O and P* BPx=O) implies (APx =O and BPx=O) 
iff P* APx = 0 implies APx = 0 
iff rankP*AP=rankAP 
(as before). This proves the second statement. 
5. APPLICATIONS: F = R 
We assume F= R and derive necessary and sufficient conditions by 
complexification. ( , ) is now a real inner product. 
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THEOREM 5. Let A and B be real nX n symmetric matrices. Let 
F’ q = complexification of R”. For x,,x&F with xi= ui+ivj,~;.uiiEn (i= 
1,2), define 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition fm A and B to be simultuneously 
dia,gonable is that if we regard A and B as acting on F’, with inner product 
as &zfined, then no eigensubspace has a nontrivial comnwn radical. 
Proof. A and B are simultaneously diagonable iff there exists a basis of 
real vectors in F’ which are m-orthogonal. (For real vectors, the A-ortho- 
gondities on F and on F’ cciecide.) The proof of sufficiency proceeds as 
before, except that the inductive hypothesis is that for dimension n - 1, there 
is ,alwa ‘s a basis of real m-orthogonal vectors. Then in choosing e,, we 
observe that e, may be chosen real. This is so because the nonexistence of a 
nontrivial common radical for eigensubspaces implies that eigenlines are all 
real by Lemma I(b)] and hence (hiA + Q3)e, = 0 has a real solution. The 
rest is as before. 
For necessity, observe that if A and B are simultaneously diagonable over 
F, then they are simultaneously diagonable over F’, which implies the 
condition of the theorem by Theorem 2. n 
REMARK. Kraljeviir [6 Proposition 2, Sec. 31 shows that for n > 3, if the 
condition 
(Ax, X) = ( Bx, X) = 0 implies x = 0 (x=) (***) 
holds on F”, th’un also 
(Ax,x~+(Ay,y)=(Bx,x)+(By,y)=O implies x=y=O , (KY-“). 
But for x,y El:“, (Ax, X) + (Ay, y) = 0 iff (A(x + iy), x + iy) = 0 (A real and 
symmetric). 
Hence if (“**) h Id f o s or n > 3, there can be no nonzero m-isotropic 
vectors in F’, and the condition of Theorem 5 implies A and B are 
simultaneously diagonable. 
I wouti like to thank the referee for drawing ‘my attention to the 
interesting early work of Pesonen [ 71, which seems to antedate Milnor’s 
work. 
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